[Dynamic 3DFT FISP MR imaging of hepatocellular carcinoma].
Dynamic 3 dimensional Fourier transformation (3DFT) FISP MR imaging was performed in 5 patients with hepatocellular carcinoma before partial hepatectomy. Immediately after 0.1 mmol/kg of Gd-DTPA was administered intravenously, 3DFT FISP images (TR/TE/flip angle/slice thickness, 20 msec/8 msec/30 degrees/2-4 mm) were obtained every 30 seconds until 150 sec. We correlated dynamic MR images of the 5 patients with gross and microscopic findings. Some regions in the tumor corresponding to viable cells showed high intensity enhancement and other regions corresponding to necrotic regions showed no enhancement on the early phase images. We concluded that dynamic 3DFT FISP MR imaging which had good spatial resolution was useful in evaluating the vascularity of the tumor.